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Abstract—Vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) allow vehicleto-vehicle communication and, in particular, vehicle-generated
announcements. Vehicles can use such announcements to warn
nearby vehicles about road conditions (traffic jams, accidents).
Thus, they can greatly increase the safety of driving. However,
their trustworthiness must be guaranteed. A new system for
vehicle-generated announcements is presented that is secure
against external and internal attackers attempting to send fake
messages. Internal attacks are thwarted by using an endorsement mechanism based on multisignatures. Besides, this scheme
ensures that vehicles volunteering to generate and/or endorse
trustworthy announcements do not have to sacrifice their privacy.
Index Terms—Aggregation, Multisignatures, Privacy, Security,
Vehicular communications.

I. I NTRODUCTION AND PREVIOUS WORK
Vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) are formed by mobile
nodes embedded in vehicles which are connected in a selforganized way without an underlying hierarchical infrastructure.
VANETs permit a vehicle to warn other vehicles about road
conditions (traffic jams, accidents) so that the latter can take
advantage of that information to select routes avoiding troublesome points. We name this kind of messages announcement
messages.
Announcement messages require a long dissemination
range. Nevertheless, their requirements regarding real-time
processing are not strict. In this way, advanced cryptography
can be used to make such messages secure and trustworthy.
Privacy is a key aspect in VANETs. A lot can be inferred
on the driver’s personality if the whereabouts and the driving
pattern of a car can be tracked [1]. There are two layers
of privacy: anonymity and unlinkability. A system preserves
anonymity when it does not require the identity of its users
to be disclosed. Unlinkability refers to the fact that different
interactions of the same user with the system cannot be related.
Unlinkability prevents user tracking and profiling.
Security in car-generated announcements sent over a
VANET is fundamental. It is important that the system does
not permit an intruder (external attacker) or a dishonest driver
(internal attacker) to insert fake announcements or modify

announcements sent by others. These attacks can seriously
disrupt traffic or cause dangerous situations for other vehicles.
Security against external attackers is easy to achieve by
requiring the sender of a message to access some secret key
material only available to legitimate users (obviously, that key
material is unavailable to external attackers).
On the other hand, dealing with internal attackers is a
challenging problem. The reason is that legitimate users, and
thus internal attackers, have access to the secret key material
required to send authenticated fake messages. There are two
classes of countermeasures against fake messages sent by
internal attackers: a posteriori countermeasures and a priori
countermeasures.
A posteriori countermeasures consist of taking punitive
actions against users who have been proven to have originated
fake messages (e.g. the offenders can be banished from the network). These countermeasures in anonymous systems require
the presence of a trusted third party (TTP) able to revoke the
key material of such dishonest users. In this way, they will
be excluded from the system. There are several proposals in
literature which rely on a posteriori countermeasures [2], [3],
[4], [5], [6], [7].
A priori countermeasures attempt to prevent the generation
of fake messages. According to that, this approach is compatible with driver privacy: false announcements are thwarted
without resorting to punitive actions. Therefore, unconditional
vehicle anonymity is allowable.
In a scheme based on a priori countermeasures, a certain
announcement needs to be endorsed by a certain number of
vehicles before being considered as valid. Those endorsers
must be in a position to confirm what is reported in the
announcement. This approach is based on the assumption
that most users are honest and will not endorse any message
containing false data. The use of a honest majority to prevent
generation of fake messages has previously been proposed
in [8], [9], [10], [11], [12].
In [8] a framework is presented to validate received data
in VANETs. In this approach, a vehicle receives alerts from
several neighbors and compares them in order to infer the
correctness of a certain event. This scheme suffers from
high communication overhead due to the lack of aggregation
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techniques. The paper [9] presents a system that evaluates the
plausibility of received danger warnings. This system estimates
the trustworthiness of a reported hazard by taking a vote on
the received danger messages. The paper provides a simulative
analysis of different voting schemes, but privacy remains
unaddressed and security is not completely covered. In [10]
an emergency message authentication scheme is presented to
validate emergency events. This proposal makes use of cryptographic aggregation techniques to reduce the transmission cost.
It also uses a batch verification technique for efficient verification of emergency messages. This proposal relies on vehicles
forming clusters. The vehicle at the head of every cluster is
responsible for aggregating and forwarding the data to the next
cluster. This approach works fine in a highway scenario where
vehicles traveling on the same directed pathway can form
interconnected blocks of vehicles which travel together for a
significant period of time [13]. However, in less deterministic
scenarios (e.g. a city) where natural clusters frequently change,
this proposal suffers from high overhead [14]. We present
a system for vehicle-generated announcements in [11]. This
scheme uses an endorsement mechanism based on threshold
signatures which prevents internal attackers from attempting
to send fake messages. Three different privacy-preserving
variants of the system are also described to provide message
trustworthiness and vehicle unlinkability under different road
conditions (both deterministic and non-deterministic environments). Anonymity is achieved by using pseudonyms. In order
to be deployed in a real scenario, this proposal requires a
trusted governmental authority and the existence of agreements
between the different carmakers in a certain geographical area
(carmakers are involved in key management). These requirements can be easily satisfied in well-organized and developed
areas. However, other areas may require a protocol with a more
straightforward deployment. Finally, [12] describes a detailed
protocol with relaxed requirements regarding its deployment.
This proposal systematically deals with security threats and
reduces communication overhead by aggregating messages.
This scheme can be used in both deterministic and nondeterministic environments.
Three variants offering a priori countermeasures against
fake messages are presented in [12]: concatenated signatures,
onion signatures and hybrid signatures. In the variant based on
concatenated signatures, a vehicle generates an announcement
and sends it, its signature and its public-key certificate to
a nearby car which will endorse it by computing its own
signature on it. This new signature and the corresponding
public-key certificate will be appended to the frame that will
be retransmitted to the next vehicle. An announcement is
considered valid after it has been endorsed by at least the
number of vehicles determined by the threshold. This approach
has two main drawbacks:
•

It does not offer unlinkability since different signatures
made by the same user can be linked through the public
key that verifies them. Anonymity is however feasible by
using pseudonyms.

It requires the verifier to check several signatures upon
receiving an announcement (as many verifications as
vehicles have endorsed the message).
Therefore, there is room for improvement both in terms of
privacy and efficiency (communication and computation costs)
while keeping a straightforward deployment.
The variants based on onion signatures and hybrid signatures are similar and designed to reduce the overall message
length. Both variants use the so-called oversignatures: instead
of appending its signature, each new endorsing car signs
the signature by the previous endorsing car (this is called
oversigning). As a result of this process, the verifier receives
a message with the following structure
•

{m, Sn−1 , Sn (. . . (S1 (m))), C1 , . . . , Cn },
where m stands for the announcement, Si stands for the
signature issued by vehicle i and Ci corresponds to the public
key certificate of vehicle i.
In an oversignature, a verifier can check the last endorser’s
signature, but not the signatures by the previous endorsers.
We argue that this is a serious design flaw. Thus, we will only
consider the concatenated signatures variant in the rest of our
paper.
A. Contribution and plan of this paper
In this work, a proposal is presented following the a priori
protection paradigm. This scheme is suitable for deployment in
both deterministic (e.g. a highway) and non-deterministic (e.g.
a city) scenarios. This proposal outperforms [12] by reducing
the length of announcements while keeping a straightforward
deployment. This reduction is achieved by using a multisignature instead of a concatenation of signatures. The proposed
system uses a mechanism to provide unlinkability to the
vehicles. Anonymity is achieved by using pseudonyms. Note
that the unlinkability level achieved by this scheme is not so
good as the one provided by [11]. However, this new proposal
improves on [11] in the following aspects:
• Our proposal minimizes the carmakers’ responsibility:
unlike in [11], carmakers are not involved in key management, so that no agreement is required between the
carmakers selling cars in a certain geographic area.
• The trusted governmental authority assumed in [11] can
be replaced by a standard certification authority able to
deliver smart cards to the carmakers.
This paper is structured as follows. Section II presents
some background on public key cryptography over Gap
Diffie-Hellman groups. Section III describes the new scheme.
Section IV studies the proposed protocol using simulations.
Finally, conclusions are summarized in Section V.
II. C RYPTOGRAPHY OVER G AP D IFFIE -H ELLMAN GROUPS
The construction we propose uses multisignatures over a
Gap Diffie-Hellman group [15]. Next, we briefly introduce
its mathematical background. A Gap Diffie-Hellman (GDH)
group G is an algebraic group of prime order q for which no
efficient algorithm can compute g ab for random g a , g b ∈ G,

but such that there exists an efficient algorithm D(g a , g b , h) to
decide whether h = g ab . GDH groups are suitable for publickey cryptography. The secret key is a random value x ∈ Zq
and its corresponding public key is y ← g x . The signature on a
message m is computed as σ ← H(m)x (H is a cryptographic
one-way hash function). In the rest of the paper we will denote
such a signature on m as {m}x . The validity of a signature
can be tested by checking D(y, H(m), σ).
GDH groups are convenient to compute multisignatures.
Given two signatures of the same message m under two
different public keys y1 , y2 , a signature of m under the
combined public key y ← y1 · y2 = g (x1 +x2 ) can be obtained
as H(m)x1 · H(m)x2 = H(m)x1 +x2 .

•

III. O UR PROPOSAL
Our system requires a trusted Certification Authority CA to
generate public/private key pairs (P K/SK). It also requires
the CA to deliver smart cards to the carmakers. Secret keys
are always held in smart cards. Note that the CA is no longer
needed when executing the proposed protocol.
In our scheme, an announcement will only be considered
valid if it has been endorsed by at least t different vehicles.
We next detail how our protocol works. Later, we will
discuss its security and privacy properties.

σf (m) =

A. Protocol steps
•

•

•

A request for endorsement should only reach vehicles
which are close enough to the originating vehicle so as to
be able to check the validity of the announced condition.
Since they do not need to reach distant points, request for
endorsement messages are not relayed by VANET nodes
and they travel only up to the range of the broadcast
technology used (typical ranges from 300 to 500 meters
on highways and about 100 meters in cities are mentioned
in [16]).
Announcement endorsement: When vehicle Pw receives
a request for endorsement from Pi , first of all it uses
the timestamp embedded in m to check whether the
announcement is up-to-date. If that is the case and Pi
wishes to endorse e, then it does:
1) Pw computes its own signature on m, that is,
σw (m) = H(m)SKw,j .
2) Pw sends back to Pi its signature σw (m), together
with the corresponding public key P Kw,j and its
digital certificate.
Signature composition: Once Pi (the vehicle which
launched the request for endorsement) collects t − 1
answers, it aggregates the t − 1 received signatures in
a final signature σf :

Set-up: When each car Pi is manufactured by a carmaker, it receives d different public/private key pairs
(P Ki,1 /SKi,1 , . . . , P Ki,d /SKi,d ). The on-board computer in Pi stores the d public keys (and their digital certificates) while the d private keys are held in a smart card
plugged into the vehicle (tamper-resistance is assumed
for the card in what follows). On input of a hash value
H(m) of a message m, the smart card returns a signature
on that hash value issued under one of the private keys
held by the card, that is, σi (m) = H(m)SKi,j , where
j ∈ 1, . . . , d. The private key SKi,j is selected following
a procedure detailed in Section III-A1.
Anonymity is obtained by not linking the private key
SKi,j with the identity of vehicle Pi ; this makes sense for
other reasons too because, smart cards being removable,
several smart cards each holding a different secret key
share could alternatively be used with the same vehicle
(like several cards can be used with a cellphone).
Request for endorsement: When a vehicle Pi wishes to
warn other cars about a certain event e, it does the
following:
1) Pi constructs message m which contains the event
and a timestamp indicating the moment when e has
been observed:
m ←− {e || T imeStamp}
2) Pi computes signature σi (m) and broadcasts m
and σi (m). We name this transmission request for
endorsement.

t−1


σa (m)

a=1

Then, Pi aggregates its own signature to the final signature: σf (m) ←− σf (m) · σi (m) and generates a
final announcement α which is endorsed by t different
vehicles:
α ←− {m, (P K1,j , . . . , P Kt,j ), σf (m)}
Finally, Pi broadcasts α to nearby cars. Each vehicle
receiving α broadcasts it to its neighbours too. In this
way, α will reach distant vehicles which will benefit from
the information it conveys.
Besides, vehicles can deduce from the timestamp embedded in the announcement how critical the received
announcement is and whether it needs to be further broadcast or not. If the timestamp shows that m was generated
long time ago, the announced event e is probably outdated
and can be discarded.
• Announcement reception and verification: Vehicles in
the VANET will only consider as trustworthy those
announcements α carrying a recent timestamp and a
multisignature issued by t vehicles that can be verified using the embedded public key chain (P K1,j , . . . , P Kt,j ).
Each public key can be verified using its digital certificate.
The reason for keeping the chain of secret keys
(SKi,1 , . . . , SKi,d ) in a smart card is to prevent the vehicle
driver from using all of them to sign a certain announcement.
If this situation was possible, an honest user would not be
able to differentiate a signature issued by two different users

from a signature issued with two secret keys from the same
user. If d >= t (which is very likely to happen), this situation
would allow a single user to sign messages that would be
accepted as trustworthy without any endorsement. If d < t,
the endorsements needed to validate a certain announcement
would be reduced to t − d. Obviously, this would affect the
trustworthiness of any announcement.
1) Selecting the private key in use: The smart card embedded in each vehicle keeps d secret keys (SKi,1 , . . . , SKi,d ).
One of them is selected at random to sign the next n messages.
If the smart card needs y milliseconds to generate a signature,
this process guarantees that the same key will be used during
a minimum period of n · y ms. Therefore, users cannot obtain
two or more signatures issued under different secret keys at
once. Instead of that, they have to wait until the corresponding
periods of time expire. This prevents a dishonest user from
generating by herself a up-to-date trustworthy message without any endorsement from other users. Note that a dishonest
user who waits long enough can still generate an apparently
trustworthy message (in the sense that it is endorsed by
different secret keys all belonging to the same user). However,
this process requires some time and the announcement is very
likely become outdated in the meantime. Honest users will
be able to discard this fake announcement by checking the
timestamp embedded in it.
The cryptographic calculation progresses according to an
externally supplied, and therefore untrusted, clock signal,
which an attacker might accelerate (overclocking attack) in the
hope of getting a faster response. We assume that the smart
card has no built-in high-precision time base. Nevertheless, it
is able to detect significant deviations from its nominal clock
frequency [17]. Thus, this attack can be overcome.
Regarding the average time y required to sign a hash
value, [18] states that this is a value between 55 and 514
ms. Obviously, this value is related to the computating power
of the smart card in use. However, smart cards used by the
vehicles are provided by a certification authority (carmakers
install the smart cards provided by this entity), so we can
assume that the average time required to sign a message is
known. According to that, n can be fixed to obtain the desired
period of time between each change of secret key.
B. Trustworthiness, privacy and availability
The choice of t is a trade-off between trustworthiness
and availability. On one hand, t should be high enough so
that the probability of there being t or more within-range
colluding vehicles who could validly endorse fake messages is
reasonably low (trustworthiness). On the other hand, t should
not be so high that finding t − 1 additional within-range
endorsers is too difficult for an honest announcement generator
(availability).
Unlinkability is related to parameter d, the number of private
keys which each user keeps in her smart card. Each secret
key is selected at random and it is used to sign all the
announcements issued in a certain period of time. It means
that during that period, all announcements are easily linked

to the same user (they are all issued with the same key).
Nevertheless, when this period expires the key is changed.
According to that, the probability that two participations by
Pi in two different periods can be linked is 1/d (this happens
if the same secret key is selected in both cases). Thus, even
if not perfect, unlinkability improves with respect to schemes
like [10] and [12] which do not provide it in any way.
IV. S IMULATIONS
Our scheme was simulated in a realistic environment where
the range of car-to-car broadcasts was assumed to be 100 meters (the worst-case, urban range according to [16]). The goal
of our simulations was to observe the degree of availability
(probability of finding t different vehicles) of our system as
a function of vehicle density and the minimum number of
validating vehicles t.
A. Simulation set-up
The network simulator ns-2 [19] was used. The VANET
scenario was built using the scenario generator presented
in [20]. The road network considered covered an area of 2.4
km by 2.4 km and is shown in Figure 1.
25300 m

Fig. 1.

Simulation scenario

In our simulations, the probability for a certain announcement to get validated is evaluated. An announcement is validated when its endorsed by t different cars.
Vehicle density is expressed in vehicles/km2 . This value is
changed by varying the total number of vehicles in the scenario
represented in Figure 1.
B. Results obtained from the simulations
It can be observed in Table I that validation probability
decreases as t increases, no matter whether the VANET is
sparse or dense. This is not surprising because validation is
”easier” for smaller t; however, the price paid is that for
smaller t the trustworthiness of a validated message is lower.
Following this argument, it is also expected that for very sparse
networks (vehicle density of 6.94) and high t values (t = 6

TABLE I
AVERAGE VALIDATION PROBABILITY p AS A FUNCTION OF VEHICLE
DENSITY AND THE MINIMUM NUMBER OF VALIDATING VEHICLES t.
Vehic. dens.
6.94
8.68
12.15
15.62
17.36
24.31
31.25
38.19
45.14
52.08

t=4
0.55
0.66
0.71
0.72
0.76
0.94
0.96
0.96
1.00
1.00

t=5
0.36
0.38
0.44
0.48
0.77
0.78
0.92
0.94
0.94
1.00

t=6
0.04
0.08
0.31
0.46
0.60
0.83
0.86
0.89
0.92
0.96

for instance) the proposed scheme is unable to work properly
(0.04 for a vehicle density of 6.94). As a trade-off between
trustworthiness and availability, it is suggested to take t = 4
or t = 5 depending on the desired trustworthiness level for the
announcements. In fact, t = 5 is the highest reasonable value
because, even though t = 6 works fine for dense VANETs
(vehicle density above 38.19), it does not for medium-density
(0.60 for a density of 17.36) and sparse VANETs. Since a
number of endorsers must be chosen which works properly
under several road conditions, it is better to select t < 6.
All simulations performed reflect that with t = 4 our
proposal provides message trustworthiness and vehicle unlinkability under different road conditions. Results show that our
scheme performs best in medium- to high-density VANETs
(densities from 12.15 to 52.08). Nevertheless, it works fair
enough in very sparse environments as well:
• For a vehicle density 6.94, our scheme achieves a success
probability of 0.55 in announcement validation.
• For a vehicle density 8.68, the success probability increases to 0.66.
The low success in validation for sparse VANETs should
be put in context: in an area with very low traffic, it is often
less critical to get announcements on road conditions, as there
is hardly anyone who can benefit from them.
V. C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH
In this paper, a new system has been presented for trustworthy vehicle-generated announcements on VANETs that
relies on a priori measures against internal attackers (vehicles
in the VANET sending fake messages). Our system uses
multisignatures over a Gap Diffie-Hellman group to aggregate
announcements and reduce communication overhead. Besides,
this proposal is suitable for deployment in both deterministic
and indeterministic scenarios and it provides a straightforward
deployment.
Regarding privacy, the proposed scheme uses a mechanism
to provide some unlinkability to the vehicles. Anonymity
is achieved by using pseudonyms. How to further improve
unlinkability is a topic for future research.
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